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A ADMINISTRATION

PROPONENT DETAILS

A1 COMPANY DETAILS

AUSTRALIAN RAIL TRACK CORPORATION

ABN 75 081 455 754

Passenger Terminal Road off Sir Donald Bradman Drive

MILE END SA 5031.

A2 PROJECT DIRECTOR

Name:

Title: ARTC Alliance Manager

Telephone: 03 9610 2973

Facsimile: 03 9610 2944

Email:

Address: 1 McLister Street,

PO BOX 2114

SPOTSWOOD VIC 3015

PROJECT DETAILS

A3 PROJECT NAME

Missing Link Project - Between Tottenham Dynon & Dynon Port Rail Link Projects

A4 CORRIDOR LOCATION

Melbourne – Sydney Corridor and Melbourne – Adelaide Corridor

Appleton Dock Line – south of South Dynon Terminal 
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A5 PROJECT SUMMARY

The Missing Link project delivers significantly improved operational transit time, reliability, 
capacity and yield (above and below rail) over a current 2km section of single track bottleneck 
connecting the Port terminal precinct of Melbourne to the mainline.  These benefits are 
delivered by providing complete double dual gauge track from the Dock Links Road (Dynon) 
where the planned Tottenham Dynon Upgrade project currently ends to the planned end of 
project on the Dynon Port Rail Link project.  

The Missing Link Project enables a synergy of operation to both the Tottenham Dynon 
Project and the Dynon Port Rail Link project that would not otherwise exist.  It is 
expedient that the Missing Link works are completed now as an integral part of the 
staged delivery of both projects.

The Tottenham Dynon and the Dynon Port Rail Link projects have the capacity for double 
track train moves yet currently there exists a section of single track in between.  The Missing 
Link project provides double dual gauge track operations throughout permitting both broad 
and standard gauge train operations.

The project includes also for a crossover move to enable improved connection to the main line 
to Southern Cross Station over which standard gauge passenger services operate which has 
operational benefits to passenger and freight operators in having improved capacity and 
accessibility.  This has a significant synergy with the planned conversion of the existing broad 
gauge North East Line to standard gauge.

The project also provides a dual gauge link into the existing North Dynon yard such that this 
enables efficient rail access between the port rail terminals and local yard holding tracks 
without detracting from mainline capacity.  This link also enables efficient broad gauge access 
from port rail terminals to inland ports to the east of Melbourne.  This opens up the prospect of 
increased port rail mode share for the intrastate freight task.

As well as providing improved operational capacity the project delivers improved infrastructure 
reliability and safety in a total rebuild of the aging signalling infrastructure.  Track, formation
and civil improvements are also delivered under this project to improve infrastructure reliability 
and reduced ongoing maintenance costs.

Improved yield, above and below rail, is provided by a combination of operational 
improvements as well as infrastructure improvements that allows for reduction in ongoing 
maintenance and operator costs.

The project improves accessibility to a number of rail freight terminals including South Dynon,
North Dynon, Melbourne Operations Terminal and the Melbourne Port rail terminals.  This 
improved accessibility allows for more open access onto the interstate rail network from 
various operator terminals and improved origin/destination access.

The project delivers improved capacity in the medium term to longer term and allows best 
possible asset utilisation and functional use of both the Tottenham Dynon and Dynon Port Rail 
Link projects thereby giving a synergy to project operational and customer benefits.

In recent months ARTC has entered into an Alliance agreement, the South Improvement 
Alliance, with a number of design and construction organisations.  This team has already 
commenced detailed design  and preconstruction planning for the Tottenham Dynon project 
and is well placed to move into the project delivery phase of this important project.
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A6 PRIMARY PROJECT CATEGORY

Rail

 Minor realignment - sufficient only to enable augmented track 

 Lane Augmentation – complete double track bi-directional working

 Strengthening – track upgrades in some sections

 Safety – improved with new signalling system and new computer based interlocking 

      systems

 Technology – new computer based interlocking system

A7 PHASES SEEKING FUNDING

Considerable Project Scoping and Development work has already been carried out by both 
ARTC and the Victorian Department of Infrastructure (DOI) in that a number of options have 
already been investigated and various cost estimates determined.

Importantly, there are significant synergies with the Tottenham Dynon project, currently at the 
Project Delivery Phase and the Missing Link project and this presents great opportunity for 
further cost and scale of work efficiencies in the event that the two projects are delivered as a 
single package.  Further implementation synergies have also been realised with the Dynon 
Port Rail Link that will assist in the delivery of that project.

ARTC proposes that the Missing Link project be “fast tracked” through the Project 
Development Phase and seeks funding approval to move directly into Project Delivery Phase 
in conjunction with the Tottenham Dynon project.

ARTC has undertaken the project scoping and project development tasks in conjunction with 
ARTC’s delivery and construction alliance providers, the South Improvement Alliance, who are 
currently well into the delivery phase of the adjacent Tottenham Dynon Project.  The Missing 
Link project has evolved in such a manner that improves value for money and best optimises 
investment and return across the Tottenham Dynon and DPRL projects.

With ARTC having already mobilised, in effect, the South Improvement Alliance onto a 
number of other projects, the Missing Link project is well placed to move directly into the 
Project Delivery Phase.

The scope of works and associated cost estimate schedules has been prepared and 
consideration of risks and contingencies has also been developed to provide a robust 
estimate of the value of the works.  Although the preferred concept has not been fully costed 
to a detailed extent it is considered that the current level of confidence in the estimates is to 
within +5%/-10%.

The detail of the project scope and estimate has already been reviewed in collaboration with 
the DOI which gives a level of confidence in and acceptance of the project scope and 
estimates.
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B STRATEGIC FIT

PROJECT IDENTIFICATION

B1 IS THE PROJECT IDENTIFIED IN THE NATIONAL LAND TRANSPORT PLAN AND/OR BILATERAL 

AGREEMENT?

Yes.  The project specifically facilitates increasing rail’s market share for port freight as well as 
increasing rail’s market share for freight on all interstate rail corridors involving Melbourne. 

DEFICIENCIES, NEEDS AND DEPENDENCIES

B2 HOW DOES THE PROJECT SATISFY THE NEEDS OF THE CORRIDOR?

Broadly, the project satisfies many of AusLink’s stated strategic directions, including:

 Improving the eastern seaboard North-South transport corridor
 Improving the East – West transport corridor
 Improving the capacity and reliability of interstate and interregional rail corridors
 Improving accessibility and efficiency of rail connections to intermodal terminals
 Railway extending from Sunshine to Dynon intermodal terminal to the Port of Melbourne.

Specifically, the project satisfies many of ARTC’s and our rail operator’s requisite needs and 
identified deficiencies including the need for;

 parallel moves in and out of individual Port Terminals (eg East Swanson Dock and/or West 
Swanson Dock and/or ABA and/or Common User Terminal and/or Webb Dock)

 parallel moves main line to Southern Cross Station and Dynon Intermodal Terminal
 parallel moves main line to Southern Cross Station and Port Terminals
 enhanced capacity and accessibility of the Dynon Port Rail Link Project
 enhanced capacity and accessibility of the Tottenham Dynon Project
 enhanced capacity and accessibility to North Dynon yard and terminals
 new market port rail access to BG terminals to the east of Melbourne
 enhanced asset utilisation of North Dynon yard and Melbourne Operations Terminal
 synergies with standard gauge converted intrastate operations on the North East Line
 improved operational reliability by improved route flexibility
 removed single track nexus for rail freight entry/exit to Port Terminals 
 provide for 1800m mainline operations
 removes a 15kph speed restriction that currently exists on the Appleton Dock Line
 reduced maintenance fault call out rectification and improved signalling reliability
 improved track quality and ride quality and reduced speed restrictions
 improved infrastructure reliability and signalling sighting
 reduced derailment risks and reduced maintenance requirements
 improved accessibility to infrastructure for maintenance
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B3 IMPACTS ON/BY OTHER PROJECTS?

The proposed project has synergies and dependencies with a number of associated projects 
as outlined below.

Dynon Port Rail Link.  The Dynon Port Rail Link project has a significant relationship to the 
Missing Link project.  The current scope for the Dynon Port Rail Link has double dual gauge 
track departing the terminals but junctions back into the single track where this meets the 
existing Appleton Dock Line.  The Missing Link project allows the double dual gauge track 
delivered in the Dynon Port Rail Link to connect directly to the double dual gauge track 
delivered in the Tottenham Dynon project.

Operationally the Missing Link allows the various Port Terminals, such as West Swanson 
Dock, East Swanson Dock, ABA and the Common User Terminal, as well as the future Webb 
Dock Line and the Victoria Dock Terminal to operate at improved operational capacity.  The 
planned Dynon Port Rail Link allows for only one train to enter/exit at any one time, whereas 
the Missing Link allows for simultaneous entry/exit to/from various terminals, thus avoiding 
waiting and holding time.

The key benefit of the Missing Link as far as the Dynon Port Rail Link and the Port Terminals 
is concerned is the ability to run trains directly in/out of the Port Terminals with minimal risk of 
being held waiting for clearance on the existing single track section of the Appleton Dock Line.  
This maximises the operational capacity of the Port Terminals and maximises Port/Rail 
throughput.  The operational functionality is also significantly improved by providing the direct 
connection to North Dynon via the W Track dual gauge link.

The Dynon Port Rail Link project is being funded by DoTaRS/AusLink and delivered by the 
Victorian Department of Infrastructure (DOI) in a timeframe that runs just later than the 
Tottenham - Dynon Project.  The Missing Link project will be delivered in a manner that is 
consistent with both projects.

Tottenham Dynon Project.  The Tottenham Dynon Project delivers double standard gauge 
operations from Dock Link Road through to the west end of Tottenham thereby allow for 
simultaneous East West and North South operations.  The project delivers also a section of 
double dual gauge operations from Simms Street Junction to West Footscray Junction and 
thus allows for further broad gauge moves to take place.  Tottenham Dynon allows parallel 
moves between the Port Terminal and Dynon Intermodal Terminal.

The Missing Link project further enhances the operational capacity of the Tottenham Dynon 
project by allowing the Port Terminals to operate more effectively, as was described above, 
and thus reduce the probability of train delays on entry/exit to the Port Terminals.  

The key benefit of the Missing Link as far as ARTC operations is concerned is the ability to 
run trains directly into the Port Terminals with minimal risk of being held on the mainline.  This 
maximises the operational capacity of the Tottenham Dynon mainline which has benefits 
across all customers and all corridors.

The Tottenham Dynon project is being delivered by ARTC under separate AusLink funding 
arrangement with design and construction being undertaken by the South Improvement 
Alliance.  The Missing Link works would “flow on from” the delivery of the Tottenham project 
as a continuous and integrated project.
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Passing Lanes Project.  The Passing Lane project involves the creation of a number of 
improved passing and crossing opportunities between Melbourne and Junee which will allow 
for increased capacity and reduced transit times on the North-South Corridor.  In many 
respect Tottenham - Dynon section is the first of 18 passing lanes in the section Melbourne to 
Junee that allows for crossing and passing moves at speed.  The Passing Lanes project is 
being funded and delivered by ARTC in a con-current timeframe as Tottenham - Dynon.

A key outcome of the Passing Lanes project involves maximising carrying capacity and 
reliability of the infrastructure.  With regularly spaced passing lanes comes the objective of 
running intermodal trains at a close to a regular timetable.  This situation is best achieved 
once the operational capacity of the terminals is optimised.  The provision of the Missing Link 
allows the Port Terminals and the connections to Southern Cross Station and South Dynon to 
be as reliable and have maximum operational capacity and flexibility which significantly 
increases the ability to run close to a regular timetable.

North Dynon connection.  In the development of this project both VicTrack and the DoI have 
expressed a desire to have a direct connection from North Dynon into the Port Terminal.  
Currently trains connecting from North Dynon into the Port terminals must first shunt out to 
Tottenham and/or be of a push pull operation and shunt out into Bunbury Street Tunnel.  This 
operation currently takes places at lease once a day.  This detracts from mainline operational 
capacity.  North Dynon is also the gateway to broad gauge rail freight terminals that are 
planned further to the east of Melbourne such as at Dandenong, LaTrobe Valley and Hastings 
where these cannot currently directly access the port terminals.  The Missing Link project will 
enable increased rail market accessibility.

Gauge Standardisation Project  This project sees the conversion of part of the existing 
broad gauge intrastate rail network from broad gauge to standard gauge.  In some instances 
this includes the conversion of some passenger services from broad gauge to standard 
gauge.  The scope planned in the Missing Link project includes the provision of a “Passenger 
Crossover” just to the west of Dock Link Road.  This allows for operational flexibility for parallel 
moves with the mainline to Southern Cross Station with either of the Port Terminals or the 
South Dynon Intermodal Terminal thus increasing capapcity, flexibility and reliability in this 
area for standard gauge passenger moves.
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C PROJECT OVERVIEW

RISK

C1 RISK MANAGEMENT

ARTC has a culture of risk management, and is committed to continuous improvement. To 
achieve this, we conduct our activities in an environment of open and clear communication of 
our objectives and intentions, and through a process of detailed analysis and documentation
of the assumptions, methods, data sources and results of our decision-making processes.

We acknowledge that by the application of appropriate strategies for the control of Business 
Risks, we can control the majority of foreseeable Operational Risks. ARTC has a Risk 
Management procedure to document the ARTC strategy for the identification, analysis, 
evaluation, treatment, monitoring and communication of ARTC’s Business Risks.

This process and culture is implemented within the South Improvement Alliance by way of the 
overarching Program Management Plan, the development of a program wide Risk Register 
and the project specific Project Delivery Plan with the attached project specific Risk Register 
and the cost/valuation impacts as assessed in the Risk and Opportunity Matrix for the project.  

The program wide Risk Register is provided in Attachment 8 together with the Project Specific 
Risk Register and the Risk and Opportunity Matrix from the Tottenham Dynon Project where 
these are illustrative and typical of risks likely in the Missing Link project.  These provide 
details of envisaged risks and how these are proposed to be mitigated, reduced, avoided, 
transferred and/or accepted.

These documents will ultimately form the basis for developing the Material Change Application 
documents that are submitted to ARTC and the DOI (Director of Public Transport) to vary 
ARTC’s accredited rail safety management system once the project nears the implementation 
and commissioning phases.

C2 EFFECT OF MARKET CONDITIONS ON PROJECT

The outlook for local rail construction activity is strong over the next three years with further 
growth expected off a strong base. Since 2002/3 there has been a sustained increase in rail 
design and construction due to the Epping - Chatswood Rail Link in NSW, the Southern Rail 
extension in Perth, Regional Rail projects in Victoria (now largely complete), and Alice Springs 
to Darwin freight link (now complete). In addition in 2005/6 there has been continuing 
resource driven activity including, Sandgate for ARTC in NSW and a range of resource based 
projects principally for coal and iron ore capacity expansion.

One result of the growth and activity since 2003 that this has lead also to a steady increase in 
project costs rates (particularly in signalling) since 2003 and that any “rule of thumb” estimates 
based upon projects completed before 2003 will now be significantly out of date.  The 
increased activity in the rail sector has increased pressure on rail specialist resources leading 
to above average pay increases and in the construction trades including electrical trades in 
particular have been subject to greater escalation due to resource construction activity. 
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In 2006/7 major rail construction activity will ramp up on ARTC Southern and Northern 
corridors. Similarly construction activities will commence on the $600m Auckland 
developments (initial projects already let), and TIDC program in NSW including the recently let 
Homebush- Lidcombe project and the Cronulla duplication project which is currently in the 
tender evaluation stage.  Further projects including the East Hills amplification will be tendered 
in 2007. ARTC Sydney Southern entry works will be required to come to market in 06/07.

In May 2006 the Victorian Government announced approximately $2b of funding over 5 years 
for a variety of public transport initiatives a significant part of which will be infrastructure 
improvements in the Melbourne area. Vicroads and DOI are currently tendering the 
Middleborough Rd grade separation using an alliance model and several projects of this type 
and the Dandenong corridor improvement are in the planning stage. In 4th quarter 2005/6 
Queensland announced the formation to two alliances to progress transport infrastructure 
projects involving rail and road improvements in SE Queensland of approx $2b. Construction 
activity will ramp up in 07/08. Improvements to coal networks in Queensland and NSW and for 
iron ore projects in WA including new mines are anticipated to continue.

In summary the requirements for rail resources can be expected to continue to strengthen in 
06/07 and 07/08. 

While projects are being delivered with available resources supplemented by external 
recruitment particularly from the UK, further strengthening of the market in 06/07 and into 
07/08 is likely to lead to skill shortages which may further impact the delivery timeframes and 
cost of projects for which contracts have not been let or resources have not been committed. 
In tandem with the sustained demand in the rail sector the cost of resources in specialist rail 
areas has consistently increased at above average rates. This has been accentuated in 
signalling where the rail electrical trades resource may also be utilised in resource capacity 
expansion and other infrastructure developments where markets are also strong.

C3 PROJECT OUTCOMES VS SIMILAR PROJECTS

Works would be carried out in accordance with ARTC’s developed standards for engineering, 
design, construction, testing and commissioning.  These standards have been developed over 
considerable time by ARTC and its predecessor organisations from a fit for stated purpose 
perspective.  Budgetary provisions have not allowed ARTC to consider the project exceeding 
normal infrastructure performance expectations.

As far as operational capacity is concerned the project operational scope of works has been 
determined to resolve a current operational impediment as well as satisfy future capacity 
needs for growth in demand out to at least 2015.  Because of the significant development and 
mobilisation costs for such projects it is prudent that the project provides robust operational 
outcomes with future proved capacity.

Future capacity needs are discussed in section D12 and D13.
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C4 GOVERNANCE ARRANGEMENTS

The Project will be delivered by the ARTC under an Alliance Agreement that the ARTC has 
entered into known as the South Improvement Alliance Agreement.  The Agreement is 
between ARTC and John Holland Rail and MVM Rail as providers of track and civil works and 
services and with O’Donnell Griffin as providers of signalling works and services.

The South Improvement Alliance is being used by ARTC to deliver a wide range of railway 
engineering projects in the Melbourne to Sydney corridor.  Refer to ARTC’s website and the 
South Improvement Alliance website for further information.

The South Improvement Alliance is directed by an Alliance Board comprising 5 members, one 
each from the alliance partners and two from ARTC who direct and approve all works.  The 
Alliance Board is supported by an Alliance Management Team, comprising 5 members, one 
each from the alliance partners and two from ARTC who provide day to day management of 
projects as well as providing all technical, financial and performance reporting, analysis and 
recommendations to the Alliance Board for ultimate direction and approval.

It should also be noted that prior to proceeding into the delivery phase all projects must also 
pass through the ARTC Executive and Board to ensure consistency and alignment with ARTC 
strategic objectives and business directions.

Under the Alliance Board and Alliance Management Team is a conventional project delivery 
structure.  The total organisational structure is attached to this submission.

Under the South Improvement Alliance agreement projects are detailed for Alliance 
Management Team consideration and for ultimate Alliance Board approval in a series of 
working documents including a Project Brief containing the scope of works, standards and 
outcomes; a Project Delivery Plan detailing how the project will be delivered including method 
statements, program, safety, track possessions and the like and a Project Budget or Target 
Cost Estimate for the works.

Prior to a project proceeding to the delivery phase all documents (Project Brief, Project 
Development Plan and Target Cost Estimate) must all be submitted to and receive approval 
from the Alliance Management Team in the first instance and ultimately of the Alliance Board
as the sole approving body.

The South Improvement Alliance arrangement allows for an inclusive arrangement with all key 
areas of ARTC ongoing business into the delivery team including Asset Management 
(technical and standards), Operations, Risk & Safety and Finance.

C5 CONTRACTUAL ARRANGEMENTS

As discussed above the main contractual arrangement is through the South Improvement 
Alliance agreement which was signed on the 31st October 2005.  Prior to this agreement 
ARTC had called for expressions of interest, obtained detailed competitively tendered 
proposals from a number of railway engineering and construction organisations and had 
carried out an extensive examination and evaluation process.

The South Improvement Alliance, in developing the key documents referred to in C4 above, 
the Project Brief, Project Development Plan and Target Cost Estimate, must seek, obtain and 
demonstrate competitiveness and value in pricing as much as possible.  A major component 
of this includes tendering for material supplies including ballast, earthworks, signalling 

http://www.artc.com.au/docs/news/pdf/311005_South Alliance Contract2.pdf
http://www.southimprovementalliance.com.au/
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components (such as cabling and interlocking) and for drainage works.  This includes 
obtaining quotations for subcontract works, cost benchmarking, extensive reviews with South 
Improvement Alliance/ARTC and the use of external independent estimating where possible.

Processes and management of external subcontract arrangements are all in accordance with 
standard procurement systems used by John Holland Rail with approval authority and 
delegation finally and ultimately resting with the Alliance Board.

In addition ARTC has sough open competitive tenders for major material supplies including 
rail, sleepers and turnouts in accordance with its own tendering and procurement procedures.

C6 EXEMPTIONS FROM TENDER PROCESS?

The provisions of Section 24 do not apply as the recipient of the funding is neither a State nor
an authority of a State.

However, it should be noted that ARTC has competitively sought, received, evaluated and 
chosen two major Alliance partners to deliver its overall North-South Strategy suite of projects.  
These two Alliances, one between Melbourne and Sydney and one between Sydney and 
Brisbane, represent a significant cross section of the track, civil and signalling construction 
capacity in Australia. 

Further, ARTC has competitively sought, received, evaluated and awarded major contracts for 
the procurement of concrete sleepers, rail and turnouts.

The Alliances themselves are able to also seek competitive prices for ALL material supply 
requirements and for major subcontract works such as earthworks and drainage.

C7 DO NCOP FOR CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY APPLY?

Yes

PROJECT SCOPING PHASE OUTCOMES

C8 OPTIONS INVESTIGATED/REJECTED?

Broad Options and Issues

At a high level, there exists the competitive modal option, that being to provide for further 
increases in freight by road rather than rail and thus limit future rail expansion.  This is 
becoming increasingly unattractive, from a wide variety of efficiency, amenity and 
environmental perspectives.  The rail capacity development plan proposed has been refined 
and tested over several years with most major stakeholders, and is generally accepted as an 
appropriate solution.

The project is specifically described in AusLink (DoTaRS 2004a):

“The Australian Government’s strategic priorities are to improve freight flows, 
particularly to the Port of Melbourne, and to reduce congestion for passengers and 
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freight.  Its investment priorities are to improve access to the Dynon intermodal 
precinct and to the Port of Melbourne…”

“The measures to improve access to the Port of Melbourne and Dynon intermodal 
precinct will enable an increase in rail’s share of freight to and from the port.” 

As far as other rail options are concerned, this was investigated in detail by the DOI in 
carrying out the Melbourne (Rail) Freight Hub Masterplan in 2001 (G Deutsch & Maunsell 
Australia).  Whilst options exist to develop decentralised rail freight terminals along the 
existing rail corridors towards Craigieburn and Werribee, there still exists a major opportunity 
for terminal capacity expansion within the Dynon precinct and for significant growth in Port rail 
traffic which further underpins the strategic need for a robust Tottenham to Dynon corridor rail 
link.

Construction of rail links outside the existing corridor could not be considered on the basis of 
significant costs.  Again, the abovementioned Melbourne (Rail) Freight Hub Masterplan in 
2001 (G Deutsch & Maunsell Australia) presents some of the longer term options for the 
configuration of the various Intermodal terminals, mainline connections to Spence Street and 
port rail connections.  This report considers also the broad options and issues concerning the 
future of the Bunbury Street tunnel.  The Missing Link project concerns the means by which 
modest capital expenditure can prolong and/or enhance the capacity and utilisation of an 
existing asset rather than create a major change in corridor structure gauge capacity and 
operations.

Local Options and Issues

The following Broad Options have been considered.  The main options have also been 
illustrated on the following operational schematic diagrams.

Option 1 – Realign and Rebuild the single line

In Option 1 the existing single track Appleton Dock Line is realigned and rebuilt to provide 
clearances to enable 40kph operating speeds in comparison to the 15kph that is currently 
imposed to due OH&S and safeworking reasons on account of limited track centre clearances.  
Currently the headway between trains is limited to approximately 15 minutes due to the time 
for a train to clear the single line section at low speed.  This option theoretically could double 
the capacity of this section but does not provide the required operational flexibility and hence 
operational reliability of the double track Missing Link solution.  This option includes the 
Passenger Crossover at Dock Link Road.  This option has not been scoped/estimated in any 
detail but a concept level estimate of costs would be of the order of $3million including 
provision for signal track circuit adjustments, track slewing, minor retaining walls and track 
reconstruction.  This option does not provide any real long term benefits.

Option 2 - Missing Link and Passenger Crossover only

The scope of works in Option 2 provides the minimum track necessary to complete the 
Missing Link double track and thus deliver the desired operational benefits including capacity, 
reliability flexibility and accessibility.  In this scenario the double track is provided to the south 
of the existing Appleton Dock Line at the eastern end of the project and to the north of the 
existing Appleton Dock Line at the western end of the project.  This scope has minimal impact 
upon the adjacent Pacific National Melbourne Operations Terminal.  This scenario includes 
also the Passenger Crossover at Dock Links Road to enable moves to Southern Cross Station 
in parallel with moves to South Dynon.  
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This scenario maintains existing clearances and track centres and requires the construction of 
170m of retaining wall to locate the second Missing Link track.  Track speeds with this option 
would be limited to the existing 15kph on account of the limited track clearances available.  
This option has been estimated to cost $9.4million and formed the basis for an earlier 
proposal.  This proposal does not meet with approval of the DOI, VicTrack nor with VLine 
Passenger under a new negotiated lease arrangement.  

Option 3 - Missing Link – Base Case plus SG North Dynon Link

Option 3 adds to the Option 1 scope of works the provision of a connection from W Track to 
North Dynon in the vicinity of Dock Link Road.  Operationally this allows for direct connection 
of trains from North Dynon to access the Port Terminals.  This options requires major track 
and signalling modifications at Dock Link Road.  

This option has not been scoped/estimated in any detail but a concept level estimate of costs 
would be of the order of $11 to $13million.  This proposal does not meet with approval of the 
DOI, VicTrack nor with VLine Passenger under a new negotiated lease arrangement.  This 
proposal retains also the sections of limited line speed owing to the limited track clearances.  
This layout provides only a standard gauge link to North Dynon.

Option 4 - Missing Link – plus DG North Dynon Link plus Yard Modifications

At the eastern end of the project in the vicinity of the Dynon Port Rail Link there exists an 
alternate arrangement with the additional Missing Link track.  In Option 1 this is provided to 
the south of the existing Appleton Dock Line and requires the construction of approx 170m of 
retaining wall.  An option exists whereby the additional Missing Link track is built to the north 
of the existing Appleton Dock Line and hence removes the need for the retaining wall.  
However considerable regauging, slewing, modifications, adjustment, removal of track work is 
required to the yards in this area to make the required space available.  In this scenario track 
centres and clearances can be improved for ultimate corridor rolling stock requirements and 
thus the line speeds can be improved to approximately 50kph to 65kph.

Shown also is a modification to the W Track connection at Dock Link Road to provide this as a 
DG link.  This gives further operability, accessibility and flexibility to provide both BG and SG 
access from North Dynon to the Port Terminals.

This option has been fully costed and reviewed with the DOI is estimated to cost $25million 
and forms the basis for this submission.
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C9 Preferred Option

As discussed above the Base Case has been selected on the basis that this provides the 
main operational outcome to provide for capacity, reliability and flexibility in the operational 
moves in this area.  Although other options exist to create additional terminal links (W Track) 
the business case for these is largely local and do not go to a consideration of overall corridor 
capacity.  The selected Base Case does not preclude the expansion to the larger scheme as 
and when funds permit.  

At the Eastern End the Base Case has been selected on the basis that the cost of the 
retaining wall is estimated to be less than the cost of the yard modifications.

Base Case Operations and Scope of Works

The Base Case has been estimated to cost approximately $25million to deliver and includes 
the following main scope items.

a) Provides a second Appleton Dock dual gauge line to allow parallel moves between the 
various Port Terminals.

b) A crossover at Dock Link Road provides for parallel moves between the SG main line to
Spencer Street and either of the Port Terminals or South Dynon Intermodal Terminal.

c) Completes Double Track Footscray Road to Tottenham.
d) All new bi-directional signalling throughout to connect the Dynon Port Rail Link project to 

the Tottenham Dynon project to allow efficient and reliable operation of the above.
e) The SG crossover provided in the Melbourne Operations Terminal as a part of the 

Tottenham Dynon project to provide parallel moves into South Dynon terminal with 
Appleton Dock is delivered as dual gauge to improve operational flexibility.

f) New track work where required on the proposed operational layout.
g) Maintains existing track centres and clearances.
h) Rationalises Melbourne Operations Terminal to make room for missing link link between 

Docklink Rd and Melbourne Port.
i) Gauge conversion of existing broad gauge sidings in the Melbourne Operations Terminal 

to standard gauge
j) Gauge conversion of existing W track to dual gauge and installation of associated dual 

gauge turnouts  and mixed gauged diamonds to allow broad gauge and standard gauge 
traffic access to Melbourne Port from North Dynon.

Construction Staging

At present, construction staging has not been examined in detail by the South Improvement 
Alliance nor has the detailed development of staging plans been finalised with stakeholders 
such as Pacific National and V/Line Passenger.  The following stages are envisaged;

 Closure of broad gauge access to the eastern end of the MOT
 Rationalise the eastern end of the MOT and gauge convert sidings from broad gauge to 

standard gauge
 Re-arrange standard gauge sidings in the MOT to make room for the new missing link 

dual gauge track
 Construct the new missing link dual gauge track
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 Tie in missing link connection to siding roads and install new crossovers between Appleton 
Dock line and missing link track

 Convert W track to dual gauge and install new dual gauge and mixed gauge turnouts to 
the north Dynon end

 Relocate existing crossover adjacent to the Locomotive Provisioning Centre and install 
new crossover adjacent to docklink rd end of W track

 During commissioning of new signalling
1. Close docklink Rd
2. Install new diamond, turnouts and carry out track slews to allow W track access to new 

missing link tracks
3. Construct new Greensil lead from existing Evans siding and connect new missing link 

track
4. Install new DG turnouts at entrance of MOT and carry out track slews to connect new 

missing link with W track
5. Resurface Docklink Rd

C10 Public Consultation during Scoping

At this stage in the development of the scope of works there has been no Public Consultation 
undertaken to date.  It is important to note that the project area is totally surrounded by 
industrial and/or rail terminal tracks.  There are no line-side residents to speak of and the 
project has little or no impact upon the broader community.

To date consultation has been mainly limited to Department of Infrastructure with some 
informal discussions with VLine Passenger, VicTrack and Pacific National.

Environmental, Cultural and Social Issues

C11 Environmental or Cultural Legislation

To date ARTC has not prepared any applications in respect of the Planning and Environment
Act 1987.   ARTC has, in the context of preparing planning applications for the Tottenham 
Dynon project had discussions with the relevant local council, the Melbourne City Council.  
For Tottenham Dynon it is understood that there are no significant issues that might adversely 
impact the delivery of the project.

The Missing Link project is contained entirely within the operating railway corridor wherein the 
existing environment is predominantly of railway yard usage with little or no vegetation.  
Because of the disturbed nature of the site it is highly unlikely that there would be any heritage 
matters.

Formal examinations will be undertaken pursuant to the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988
and the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.  Other studies will be 
carried out following the submission including cultural heritage survey and other studies to 
meet statutory authorities concerns and or policy requirements, including those of the 
Victorian EPA and Melbourne Water.
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C12 STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION/CONSIDERATION

Specific Rail Strategic Issues Analysis

It is understood that VicTrack are in support of the proposed layout.  VicTrack have expressed 
a strong strategic interest in having the North Dynon dual gauge connection included in the 
project scope of works as this has the benefit in making improve accessibility and utilisation of 
North Dynon terminals to the Port precinct.  Having North Dynon directly connect to the Port 
increases the ability for additional interstate line haul capacity to operate out of North Dynon.

The State of Victoria has recently concluded the buy back of the Victorian Freight Lease and it 
is understood that the agreement with both Pacific National and VLine Passenger includes the 
works proposed in this report including the “East End Yard Modification” works in the event 
that the North East broad gauge is converted from broad to standard gauge.

In summary the key rail stakeholders are supportive of the proposed layout and have been 
involved in collaboration in the development of the scope and cost estimates.  

Approach to Community Relations and Consultation

The South Improvement Alliance’s approach to community relations and consultation is 
outlined in the Community Relations and Consultation Strategy that has been developed for 
the South Improvement Alliance Program of Works.   This overarching Strategy outlines South 
Improvement Alliance’s community relations and consultation principles, procedures and 
protocols; identifies key messages; highlights potential issues and management strategies; 
and provides tools for communicating and consulting the community at a strategic level. 

The Community Relations and Consultation Strategy is designed to achieve a coordinated 
approach to stakeholder management across all elements of the South Improvement Alliance
program.  It provides the basis for developing local project specific strategies and structures 
for each of the local projects. 

The implementation of the Strategy is the responsibility of the Community Relations Manager 
and the communications team.  They sit as part of the project delivery team and through the 
implementation of the Strategy and the local project activities, play a role in ensuring that 
communication issues are identified and addressed as part of the overall project delivery.

Community Relations and Consultation Activities

It is important to note that the project area is totally surrounded by industrial and/or rail 
terminal tracks.  There are no lineside resident to speak of and the project has little or no 
impact upon the broader community.

Community and stakeholder participation is outlined in the Community Relations and 
Consultation Activities Report currently being prepared as part of the Project Delivery Plan for 
the Project.  This report:

 Identifies the key stakeholders that will be informed and consulted.

 Outlines potential issues that might arise and ways to manage and address these.

 Summarises the key messages for the project to ensure consistent communication.

 Summarises the potential impacts of key construction activities that are taking place.

 Outlines activities that will be used to inform stakeholders about construction works.
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 Identifies timing for implementing communications and consultation activities.

 Provides opportunities for stakeholders to provide feedback to the project team.

 Outlines the roles and responsibilities of project team in implementing the activities.

 Ensures that the site staff are fully trained in appropriate procedures and behaviours.

This Community Relations and Consultation Activity Report is based on the overarching 
Community Relations and Consultation Strategy for South Improvement Alliance however is 
tailored to meet the needs and issues specific to the Missing Link works and the surrounding 
community. It is a living document and will be updated as the project progresses to reflect any 
changing community needs and priorities as they arise.

Stakeholder Analysis - General

The Community Relations and Consultation Activities report provides an analysis of the key 
stakeholders for Missing Link, including those who are potentially impacted by the project and 
also those who may have a direct interest in the project.  

A contact database and project mailing list is also being established.  This will be used to 
record and monitor contact made and issues raised by stakeholders throughout the project.  
The database will record the name and contact details of all individuals and organisations, 
how they have made contact with the communications team (eg. phone call, meeting, letter 
and email), the issues raised and any actions arising to be followed up by the project team.

Again, it is important to note that the project area is totally surrounded by industrial and/or rail 
terminal tracks.  There are no lineside resident to speak of and the project has no impact upon 
the broader community.

An initial analysis shows that key stakeholder groups for the project are:

 Community organisations such as the Maribyrnong Rail Transport Emissions Group

 Nearby businesses such as the Melbourne Fresh Centre and PN South Dynon Terminal

 Council staff and Councillors from Maribyrnong City Council and Melbourne City Council

 State and Federal Members of Parliament

 Emergency services including Police, ambulance and fire brigade

 Transport operators including public transport and freight operators and including also 
VicTrack and the Department of Infrastructure – refer to discussion below.

 Government agencies including EPA and National Transport Commission and utilities 
such as Melbourne Water and Agility

 Media 

Issues Analysis

The Community Relations and Consultation Activities Report includes an issues analysis to 
identify upfront the types of issues that may be raised by the community and other 
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stakeholders.  The issues analysis forms part of the risk assessment for the project and 
identifies potential mitigation measures and management strategies that could be put in place 
to minimise risk from a communications perspective throughout the project.  

Issues that may be raised during construction include:

 Noise, lighting and traffic movements associated with work at night particularly

 Additional vehicle movements during the day in surrounding streets

 Localised pollution issues associated with dust or emissions from vehicles

 Noise generated from people working on site.

 Pedestrian safety and access near the work site

 Potential road closures and the affect on vehicular access

 Safety issues associated with access to the rail corridor

 Impact to public transport services and cycling

 Visual impacts such as stockpiling, hoardings, and boards.

 Availability of parking for residents and businesses (or their customers)

 General construction impacts from equipment and vehicles and vibration

 The use of open/public space for activities such as stockpiling and site offices.

 Additional freight rail noise and track noise during the day and evening

 Vibration generated from passing freight trains

 Impacts to amenity and property values

Community Relations and Consultation Activities

The Community Relations and Consultation Activities Report identifies the specific activities 
that will be used to inform and engage those who have a direct interest in the project or who 
will potentially be affected by the project.  

Activities focus on informing stakeholders of the specific changes planned for the Tottenham 
to Dynon area during construction and seeking feedback and comment on these where 
appropriate.  They will be used to proactively inform stakeholders about the project’s local 
impacts and seek to engage the community and stakeholder in different ways. Proposed 
activities include :

 Advertisements or advertorials in local papers to summarise construction hours and dates 
of work, any road closures, night time works or disruption to rail services.

 Direct mail such as project updates and notifications to advise of specific details relating 
to construction hours and dates of work, road closures, night time works or disruption to 
rail services.  These would also be sent to relevant Council staff, Councillors and the 
electorate offices of State and Federal Members of Parliament with a covering letter.

 One-on-one briefings to discuss particular issues of concern for the community and 
stakeholders.  These would be undertaken with line side residents and other potentially 
affected residents or with interest groups.
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 Close liaison with local government authorities in conjunction with engineers and 
environmental planners as appropriate.

 The provision of a 24-hour 1800 community response line and website material

Additional activities will be undertaken on an as need basis.

Timing

The Communications and Consultation Activities Report includes a timetable that reflects 
Missing Link construction program.  This outlines opportunities for communication and 
consultation activities so that they tie in with key milestones of the construction program.

It is envisaged that a regular (monthly) printed community update notification will be 
distributed for the duration of the project.  This would be supported by the placement of an 
advertisement or advertorial for major works to capture the attention of a wider audience.   
One-on-one briefings and meetings would be undertaken on an as needs basis along with 
liaison with government agencies as part of issues management activities. The 1800 line and 
website would be available throughout the duration of the works.  

The approach to community relations and consultation is flexible and allows other activities to 
be undertaken as the need arises or in order to manage issues as they arise.
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D TECHNICAL DATA

OUTTURN INVESTMENT COSTS
The detailed project cost estimates have been developed by the South Improvement Alliance 
on the basis of estimating a total combined package of work.  This ensures maximum cost 
effectiveness in project delivery.  The total package of work and breakdown of costs for each 
that has been estimated is detailed within the table below.  Particular note is made to the 
following.  Within the total package is a portion of work representing an area of scope overlap 
with the Tottenham Dynon project and this has NOT been included in the final funding sought.  
Within the total package is a portion of work to deliver signalling only over the Dynon Port Rail 
Link and this has NOT been included in the final funding sought.  

Total Package
Estimate

Funding 
sought

Melbourne Operations Terminal yard and siding works $3.4 $3.4
North Dynon Link (aka W Track) $7.4 $7.4
Dynon Port Rail Link works $5.0 $0.0
Works in "Missing Link" package already funded by 
Tottenham Dynon $1.5 $0.0
Provision for Train Control $1.5 $1.5
Missing Link mainline works $12.6 $12.6

TOTAL $31.4mil $24.9mil

Although the Tottenham Dynon Project is well underway, Stage 5 commissioning and the 
associated design and construction activities have been placed on hold such that when the 
Missing Link and W Track project is approved to proceed both projects can be delivered 
concurrently and synergies realised.

The scope of works and associated cost estimate schedules have been prepared and an 
allowance for risks and contingencies included to provide a robust estimate of the value of the 
works.  Whilst the preferred concept has been mostly costed to a detailed extent some 
estimate items remain of a preliminary nature due to the unavailability of a detailed staging 
and safeworking plan, quotations for signalling software design and detailed geotechnical 
survey information.  It is considered that the current level of confidence in the estimates is to 
within +5%/-10%.

D1 PROJECT SCOPE PHASE COSTS

Project scoping tasks include survey, preparation of project scope documentation, preparation 
of planning documents, discussions and negotiations with authorities and stakeholders, 
consultancy costs and cost estimation tasks.  To date there has been minimal expenditure on 
these tasks as they have been carried out in effect by ARTC “in house”.  The time spent also 
in preparation of cost estimates has been carried out by ARTC persons working within the 
South Improvement Alliance project development and estimating teams.  A nominal provision 
of $200,000 (just over 1%) has been set aside for this purpose to recover time/cost to date.
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D2 PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PHASE COSTS

Since November 2005 ARTC has brought onboard into ARTC our Alliance partners, the South 
Improvement Alliance.  The South Improvement Alliance has an over-arching program 
development and program management stream function (PM01 code) across a wide range of
projects including the Missing Link project.  The costs for this development and management 
function are budgeted initially separate from projects but have been allowed for in the Missing 
Link and W track budget as a 6.3% contribution from each project on a pro-rata basis.  Within 
PM01 it is possible to track actual expenditure to a particular project development and 
measure this against the 6.3% contribution.  This includes all ARTC, alliance partner and 
consultant participation in the overall project development costs.

For the Missing Link and W track project this amounts to approximately $1,498,000 of which 
$300,000 has been apportioned to the Project Development Phase in the Outturn Investment 
Table.

The tasks that this provision allows for includes detailed project development, detailed survey, 
preparation of project scope documentation, value engineering, preparation of detailed Project 
Brief, Project Delivery Plans and Project Budget, preparation of further planning documents, 
ongoing discussions and negotiations with authorities and stakeholders, consultancy costs 
and cost estimation tasks.  

This includes overall management functions carried out by the Alliance including stakeholder 
liaison, project cost reporting, project monitoring and project systems.  It is proposed that this 
cost would be spread over the life of the combined Development and Delivery phases of the 
project.

Detailed assessment of cost for public consultation, planning approval, council permits and 
fees, studies necessary for planning approval application and the like have not yet been 
determined.  A preliminary assessment of such issues suggests that this is not likely to be 
costly and/or problematic.  A nominal cost provision has been included however on account of 
this.

At the commencement of the delivery phase of the project, preliminary designs for both 
signalling and trackwork will be finalised and detailed designs completed. (See attached 
Outturn Investment Costs table in Attachment 5).

D3 PROJECT DELIVERY PHASE COSTS

Consultancy, Public & Stakeholder participation, Management & other costs

Project Delivery management and other costs are included in the 6.3% provision discussed in 
the preceding section.  This cost is based upon the overarching development and 
management costs of ARTCs South Improvement Alliance that applies across a wide range of 
projects currently being delivered.

For the Missing Link and W track project this amounts to approximately $1,498,000 of which 
$848,000 has been apportioned to the Project Delivery Phase in the Outturn Investment 
Table.
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Property Acquisition and Utilities

There is no land acquisition necessary in this project on the assumption that certain properties 
that do need to be acquired would have already been acquired under the Dynon Port Rail Link 
project.  This matter requires final confirmation by the Department of Infrastructure.

The boundary between ARTC’s sub-lease and adjacent lease holder, Pacific National, must 
be shifted in some areas of the Melbourne Operations Terminal and also in the vicinity of 
Dock Link Rd.  

During negotiations for the return of the broad gauge freight infrastructure lease in Victoria to 
the State Government, the state agreed to specific modifications of the Melbourne Operations 
Terminal sidings to allow sufficient space for the construction of the adjacent missing link 
track.  Whilst the aforementioned agreement has been reached, the operational impacts of the 
trackwork to be carried out in the Melbourne Operations Terminal have yet to be properly 
quantified and as such the detailed staging of these works will require appropriate consultation 
with Pacific National to ensure that operational and/or commercial impacts on Pacific National 
are minimised.

A nominal provision has been included in the estimate for utilities and services adjustment that 
may be necessary.

Infrastructure

Preliminary track plans have been developed for the preferred layout.  A signalling concept 
layout has been developed over this layout with consideration to works already taking place in 
the area under the Tottenham Dynon project.  

A preliminary cost estimate has been prepared using current subcontract and material 
quotations, preliminary design quantities, activity durations based on current industry practice 
and labour rates in line with existing enterprise bargaining agreements.  Rates used are 
commensurate with similar and like work estimated in more detail on the adjacent Tottenham 
Dynon project and as preliminary estimates are considered to be reasonably robust.

A provision for risks, opportunities and unknowns has been made which equates to 10% of all 
direct costs estimated for this project and is comparable with similar allowances made in the 
more detailed Tottenham Dynon estimate on the basis of very similar and like work.

D4 INDEX RATES

A discount rate of 7% has been adopted.

D5 ELIGIBILITY FOR AUSLINK  FUNDING

This funding application is made on the basis that the total project package of $25million as 
presented above would be funded by Auslink.  

The project would be delivered in conjunction with the AusLink funded (to be confirmed) 
Tottenham Dynon project and as such the exists a great opportunity for cost efficiencies in 
having these projects combined.
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TIMING

D6 KEY MILESTONES

Whilst the project start on site depends largely on obtaining council planning approvals and 
DoTaRS funding approval, the following table has been prepared on the basis that these 
approvals will be received in October 2007.  This will enable the signalling design for the 
remaining, and currently on hold, Tottenham Dynon stage 5 works to be recommenced and 
take advantage of any associated synergies.  The timing for commissioning of the Missing 
Link and W Track project will follow closely with the final commissioning of Tottenham Dynon 
signalling and trackworks local to the Dynon terminals.  As a result, programming of the 
construction works, whilst minimising the impacts on operations, will be arranged around 
completion in time for the aforementioned commissionings to proceed.  The project critical 
path concerns signalling design, procurement, construction, testing and commissioning.

Activity Description Start Finish
Project Development Phase Oct-07 Nov-07
Planning/Permit Approvals Oct-07 Oct-07
ARTC/Alliance Board Approvals Oct-07 Nov-07
Project Delivery Phase Dec-07 Nov-08
Complete Track and Civil Design and Issue Plans Oct-07 Jan-08
Complete Signalling Design and Issue Plans Oct-07 Jul-08
Procurement Jan-08 Jul-08
Mobilise to Site Jan-08
Track works Mar-08 May-08
Signalling Field works May-08 Oct-08
Final Commissioning Nov-08

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

D7 SITE AND GROUND CONDITIONS & OTHER MATTERS

Terrain and General

The site is generally flat terrain being located within the bounds of an operating rail yard and 
terminal area.

A significant physical constraint concerns an adjacent building to the south of the rail corridor 
for which land acquisition and/or the construction of a retaining wall would be cost prohibitive.  
An earlier proposal had utilised a retaining wall with minimum track centre clearances.  The 
current proposal does not require land acquisition nor retaining walls and has full new track 
clearances.  The consequence of this is that extensive track configuration of the existing 
standard gauge and broad gauge yards is required.

At the western end of the site in the vicinity of Dock Link Road some earthworks will be 
required to achieve an acceptable track gradeline where the Missing Link track matches to the 
existing Melbourne Operations Terminal departure track.  Otherwise the track construction is 
at grade and is generally flat with minimal excavation.
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The project scope includes the upgrade of a number of existing sections of track, installation 
of new turnouts on existing track formation, construction of new track on new formation.  All 
proposed works are contained within the existing rail corridor and since all works are 
constructed at existing grades no substantial cut/fill earthwork is expected. .  The concept 
track alignment design prepared for this proposal can be found in Attachment 2.

Geotechnical

To date there has not been any site geotechnical investigations.  However, based upon our 
understanding of geotechnical conditions in adjacent areas (including works undertaken in 
South Dynon) soils are typically soft clays and silts.  There is a small risk of striking rock 
“floaters”.

Clearances and Geometry

The existing Appleton Dock Line has minimum lateral clearances and minimum track centres 
in several sections which results in limited operating speeds on the mainline.  As discussed 
above, the proposed layout provides for clearances standard for new works (as distinct from 
adopting historically tight existing track centres) and thus allows for normal line speed 
operations.  

D8 DESIGN LIFE OF PROJECT

Operationally, it is estimated that the track and signalling configuration delivered by this
project satisfies rail traffic growth up to the year 2015.  The track and signalling material 
components which form the permanent materials of the completed system have design lives 
which exceed the projects operational design life.  The individual component design lives are 
listed in the following table:

Element Design Life Comment

Track (including rail, sleepers, 
fastenings and turnouts)

50 years Replaced as required under maintenance 
plan

Signalling system 20 years Components replaced as required under 
the maintenance plan

Lighting and electrical equipment 20 years

Culverts 50 years

Buried drainage 100 years

Earth drainage 20 years nominal

Sign faces 10 years

Formation and trackside cess 
drains

50 years To be designed to take account of strength 
to carry pressures transmitted by sleepers, 
elastic stiffness compatible with the rail 
design and erosion resistance.

Train control system 20 years

Communications system 20 years

Services, signals, train control and 
communications infrastructure

20 years

Relocated services 50 years
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D9 PROJECT FLOODING SERVICEABILITY

The area currently has poor drainage conditions and the terrain is generally very flat.  This 
results in generally poor track condition as well as lack of signalling reliability with signalling 
failures due to short circuited track circuits when flooding or water logged track occurs.

The works will not create any additional load on the existing drainage system.

The importance of drainage on the reliable operation of the railway line cannot be overstated.  
It is accepted that the existing drains are silted and in poor repair, a large proportion of the 
ballast is ‘foul’ with fines and retains water which assists in the creation of mud spots reducing
track reliability due to poor geometry and track circuit failures.

Part of the project scope is to repair track drainage between Dock Link Road and to where the 
project meets the proposed Dynon Port Rail Link.  This would be addressed by the provision 
of a subsurface track drainage system for the length of the Missing Link and/or improvements 
and clearing/cleaning of the existing drainage system.

Whilst the Annual Average Times of Closure due to flooding approach does not strictly apply 
to railways, train delay information reported by ARTC’s Train Control Report system provides 
an important indication of the quantity of train delays which can be directly attributed to local
flooding of the area and an indication of the expected improvement in reliability that the project 
can hope to deliver should drainage be improved.  This information indicates that in the order 
of less than half of one day of operations is lost each year to heavy rain and subsequent 
flooding in this area.

Train delays caused by poor track geometry can be attributed largely to poor formation 
exacerbated by foul ballast and the presence water.  Repair of failed formation combined with 
the construction/repair of the drainage system will prevent future flooding and improve the 
systems reliability.

D10 PROJECT HEAVY WORKS AND IMPACT ON ENVIRONMENT

Studies to be carried out as part of the planning and permit application process and listed 
below recommend measures to be taken during construction to mitigate all risks to the 
environment

A construction environmental management will be prepared which consolidates the findings 
and recommendations included in the study reports for application during the construction 
phase of the project.

Item Topic Title

1 Heritage Cultural Heritage Survey 

2 Flora/Fauna Flora and Fauna Assessment 

3 Noise/Vibration Construction Noise Guidelines

4 Drainage Drainage management plan

5 General Preliminary Environmental Assessment

6 Construction Construction Environmental Management Plan
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Whilst the type of rail construction works involved in this project cannot be classified as heavy 
works, due to the close proximity of industrial areas to the rail corridor, dilapidation surveys of 
buildings adjacent to the works will be carried out prior to the commencement of construction.

D11 VISUAL AMENITY AND TRAFFIC NOISE

As mentioned previously in this report, the works incorporated in the project do not increase 
the size of the rail reserve not do they overtly change the look or visual amenity of the rail 
yard.  There are new track sections being constructed adjacent to existing operational lines 
but no large structures.  

One of the key project aims is to remove operational ‘bottlenecks’ on the Appleton Dock Line 
which will facilitate train progress through the area and reduce idling noise caused by trains 
waiting at signals.  Track upgrade works delivered by the project will also reduce noise 
produced from the rail/wheel interface.

A construction noise and environmental management plan has been prepared to mitigate any 
possible adverse construction noise that may arise.  

DEMAND FORECASTS

D12 EXISTING TRAFFIC VOLUMES/COMPOSITION (PRE-PROJECT)

The following table outlines the current and planned growth train movements where this is due 
to traffic generated out of the Port of Melbourne.  This is based in part on data from PoMC and 
discussion with officers of PoMC and our own general understanding of the rail freight task 
and rail freight operations.  The future generated train numbers are generally consistent with
numbers published by the PoMC in its Port Development Plan 2005-2035.  Calculated train 
numbers will vary according to assumptions in respect of train loading, back loading efficiency, 
train lengths and operating plans.  The current numbers of trains have been based upon both 
a load freight task model as well as discussion with ARTC train operations.  According to 
ARTC Train operations there can be up to 40 train movements a day on the Appleton Dock 
Line.

A freight task based model has been used to calculate train numbers.  To this is added an 
allowance for light engine moves and other shunting or wagon repositioning moves.  To this is 
added a further allowance for peak seasonal moves as well as peak hour factors to derive an 
estimated peak train headway.

Year

Total (2way) 
Throughput 
mil TUE pa

Mode 
Share

Rail Demand 
(2way) 

Throughput 
mil TEU pa

Plus 
Grain 
Trains 

variable

Total 
Train 

Moves 
per day

Peak 
Headway 

(mins)
No. No. No.

2005 1.5 17% 0.255 6 6 4 6 37 26
2010 2.1 20% 0.420 6 8 8 6 47 20
2015 2.7 22% 0.594 6 10 10 8 57 17
2020 3.5 17% 0.595 6 10 10 8  60 ** 15 **
2025 4.5 13% 0.585 6 10 10 8  60 ** 15 **
2030 5.8 10% 0.580 6 10 10 8  60 ** 15 **
2035 7.1 9% 0.604 6 10 10 8  60 ** 15 **

1500m - 
Typical 

Interstate

900m - 
typical 

maximum 
Intrastate

600m - 
Port 

Shuttle 
concept
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Note, the Total Train moves includes 30% for ad-hoc trains and 30% seasonal peak loading
and the Peak Headway assumes 50% for peak hour factor.

Capacity in this section is currently estimated to be 15 to 20mins for train headway based 
upon the time taken for a train to traverse and clear the single line section.  From this it can be 
seen that during peak operating periods, capacity is expected to be reached in the period 
2010 to 2015 over the single line section of the Appleton Dock Line.  

In the event that capacity enhancement is not carried out then capacity would continue to be 
limited resulting in train delays and less than efficient operations of the Port Terminals and 
less then efficient working of the main line from Tottenham to Dynon.

In the above table the 60 trains per day and 15 minute peak headway marked with ** is 
indicative of a capacity limitation due to the single line section.  This shows that growth 
beyond 2015 is restricted.  Operations in 2010 to 2015 being reasonably close to capacity 
may be expected to suffer at peak periods.  This results is a significant loss over time to rail 
mode share with an increasing freight task overall.  The major benefit of this project is the 
release of capacity such that adjacent operations can be allowed to work as efficiently as 
possible.

D13 FORECAST TRAFFIC VOLUMES/COMPOSITION (POST –PROJECT)

The following table shows the unconstrained train traffic volumes in the event that the project 
works are delivered.  This table is identical to the above but this shows that the unconstrained 
infrastructure is more than capable of allowing operations to meet traffic demand.

The planned works will allow the Port to realise its stated strategic plan of reaching and 
maintaining 30% rail mode share in the development of its strategic and land use plan.  
Failure to carry out these works would necessitate a rethink to the land transport task for the 
Port of Melbourne.  Failure to carry out these works lessens the economic advantage of the 
proposed Dynon Port Rail Link project.

Year

Total (2way) 
Throughput 
mil TUE pa

Mode 
Share

Rail Demand 
(2way) 

Throughput 
mil TEU pa

Plus 
Grain 
Trains 

variable

Total 
Train 

Moves 
per day

Peak 
Headway 

(mins)
No. No. No.

2005 1.5 17% 0.255 6 6 4 6 37 26
2010 2.1 20% 0.420 6 8 8 6 47 20
2015 2.7 22% 0.594 6 10 10 8 57 17
2020 3.5 25% 0.875 8 12 14 8 71 14
2025 4.5 30% 1.350 12 16 18 10 95 10
2030 5.8 30% 1.740 14 20 22 12 115 8
2035 7.1 30% 2.130 20 22 30 14 145 7

1500m - 
Typical 

Interstate

900m - 
typical 

maximum 
Intrastate

600m - 
Port 

Shuttle 
concept
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D14 IMPACT ON OPERATIONS DURING CONSTRUCTION

The majority of the works will be carried out working between existing train movements.  For 
particular activities, such as installation of turnouts into running lines and commissioning of 
signalling systems a series of possessions have been planned.  The works will not have any 
adverse impact upon ongoing levels of service.

Train running traffic will be managed by on ground Safeworking teams providing train running 
advice, communications between site crews and train crews, protection over work sites and 
directions over “go” and “no-go” working around trains.

SAFETY

D15 SAFETY AUDIT

Safety Audits have not been completed at the Project Proposal Report stage of this project.

Safety Audits will be conducted at the completion of the design stage and during the 
construction stages of the project in accordance with the South Improvement Alliance-MPR-
GL-PDR-0012 Auditing Procedure.

Safety Audit – At Completion of the Design Stage

A Safety Audit will be conducted at the conclusion of the Design Stage to ensure the following;

 The design adequately considers and addresses all relevant rail and occupational 
health and safety issues.

 Compliance with relevant sections of the Victorian Occupational Health and Safety 
Act 2004 in relation to designers of plant, buildings and structures.

 A Project Risk Assessment has been completed and it includes comprehensive 
details on all identified safety risks during the construction stage, nomination of 
suitable control measures and reassessment of the level of risk to ensure 
elimination, or where this is not practicable, an adequate reduction in risk is 
achieved.

Safety Audits – During the Construction Stage

A Safety Audit Schedule will be prepared at the commencement of the construction stage 
identifying the frequency of the formal safety audits that will be conducted during construction 
and the elements that will be reviewed during each audit.

In particular, the safety audits conducted during the construction stage will ensure;

 Compliance with the South Improvement Alliance safety management system
 Compliance with relevant legislative rail and occupational health and safety 

requirements
 Compliance with relevant accredited operator systems.
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D16 CRASH TYPES (FAULTS AND CONDITION) IDENTIFIED

Incident, Fault and Condition Monitoring

ARTC does not have records of crash types as such, but rather keeps considerable records in 
respect of a variety of faults, asset condition and incidents in order that it may best manage 
the operations and infrastructure.  The following is a discussion of three main areas such 
records namely, train delays due to signal faults, track quality and derailment incidents.

Other incidents are measured and do occur such as signals passed at danger, wrong side 
failures, rail pull aparts, broken rails, bucked track and spread track but in respect of these on 
the short Appleton Dock Line the overall number of such records is very low and as such no 
meaningful trends from the records can be established.

Train Delays

ARTC records minutes of train delays due to various types of system failures.  These are 
summarised on a monthly basis and used for trend analysis and the carrying out of strategic 
maintenance and capital works projects.  These are recorded in broad geographic regions.  
The table below is a summary of the delay minutes per region per event type for a period from 
August 2003 to May 2006.  Summarised in the table below are the totals for each fault type 
together with a rate expressed as minutes delay per kilometre.  This clearly shows that the 
overall delay rate in the metro section is between 3 and 6 times greater than similar faults 
occurring elsewhere in the system.  The increased fault rate is attributed in part to the greater 
density of infrastructure but also in part due to varying infrastructure reliability.

Fault  
System

CTC 
Telemetry 

System
Dice 
Asw

Interlocking 
Control

Level 
Crossing

Other 
Telemetry

Pole 
Line Signals

Signals 
Power 
Supply

Track 
Circuits

Track 
Switching 

System
Grand 
Total

Western Line Signal Fault History

Total 2306 2142 1494 55 378 6445 3890 2056 6992 3629 29387

Rate 4.57 4.24 2.96 0.11 0.75 12.76 7.70 4.07 13.85 7.19 58.19

Melbourne Metro Signal Fault History

Total 2147 0 793 0 313 69 3272 1425 2705 2834 13558

Rate 53.68 0.00 19.83 0.00 7.83 1.73 81.80 35.63 67.63 70.85 338.95

North East Line Signal Fault History

Total 5372 0 114 47 0 7508 3853 1948 5484 1373 25699

Rate 19.19 0.00 0.41 0.17 0.00 26.81 13.76 6.96 19.59 4.90 91.78

The proposed works including all new signalling and improvements to track drainage all 
contribute significantly to improvements in reliability, accessibility and reduced train delays.  
Quantification of the improvement has not been undertaken at this stage.

Track Condition

A further measure of quality is used in respect of track condition.  Currently the Appleton Dock 
Line is subject to a 15kph speed restriction due to OH&S and safeworking requirements.  On 
account of this speed restriction ARTC asset management and maintenance management 
over this section relies upon visual inspections for siding type track.  Track recorder 
measurements are taken periodically for safety management purposes.
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Generally the track is in a poor condition but in a condition that is still safe and fit for purpose 
at 15kph.  

The proposed works including sections of new track, track rehabilitation and improved track 
drainage will all contribute to improved track condition and reduced track maintenance costs.  
As a separately funded project ARTC is also investigating the installation of concrete sleepers 
on the existing Appleton Dock Line.

Derailments

Derailments represent a significant incident event and impact operations, the asset and the 
rail operator and end customers.  Although the cause of a particular derailment may be 
attributed to rolling stock or to track condition, any repeat event at a similar location or asset 
type leads to an indication as to the robustness and risk sensitivity of that location or asset 
type.  As far as this corridor and this project is concerned the most significant derailment risk 
relates to dual gauge turnouts.

In Victoria there have been at least 3 derailments in the past 5 years on dual gauge turnouts 
in mainline configuration although changes in maintenance standards have reduced this 
incidence in recent years.  In the Melbourne Metropolitan area there are approximately six 
such dual gauge turnouts in mainline configuration.  These have significantly more complex 
blade, checkrail and crossing configurations and require stringent routine geometric tolerance 
monitoring and maintenance effort to keep these operable in a safe condition.  

The scope of works planned in this project includes increasing the number of such dual gauge 
turnouts which in turn would cause the risk profile to increase.  To mitigate against this 
increase in risk profile particular attention to ongoing maintenance, checking, inspections and 
adjustment would be necessary.  Recent improvements in the maintenance procedures 
indicate that this is a manageable and achievable outcome.

D17 HISTORICAL CRASH RATES COMPARISON

Discussed in D16 above.

D18 SAFETY ISSUES ADDRESSED BY PROJECT

Safety is addressed in this project in a variety of ways.

Scope of Works

The project scope of works has addressed the following safety problems

 Rebuilt signalling infrastructure to improve safety, operability and reliability of aging 
infrastructure and removes the probability of safeworking incidents.

 Improved drainage system that also improves the reliability, operability and hence safety 
of the signalling system.

 Improved drainage and track formation which reduces probability of safety critical track 
geometry condition.
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ARTC Rail Safety Management Policy and Procedures.  

All phases of the project will be carried out in accordance with ARTC’s Rail Safety 
Management System as the main policy and process within which the project is delivery by 
the South Improvement Alliance.

ARTC is committed to the achievement of railway safety within its internal operations, its 
infrastructure contractors and authorized train operators by the application of the safety 
principles and practices of the Australian Standard AS4292 – Section 1.1 by all parties.

ARTC has identified three General Managers to be responsible (and accountable) to the Chief 
Executive Officer for the overall safety of the network; for the engineered rail infrastructure 
and for the operational safeworking of trains respectively. 

Rail Safety is both an individual and a shared responsibility and everyone employed or 
contracted by the Corporation must ensure that their jobs are performed as safely as 
reasonably possible.

ARTC will implement a risk based Safety Management Plan as required by the Rail Safety 
Acts and AS4292. Risk assessments and hazard analyses have been performed to provide a 
basis for the implementation of engineering standards and process procedures for 
infrastructure safety, safeworking procedures for train operations safety, and work skills and 
safety competency training and certification for safety workers.

ARTC Safety Management Policy is communicated through the Safety Management Plan, 
which will be issued to all internal areas, contractors and train operators as applicable.

South Improvement Alliance Safety Management Policy and Procedures.  

The South Improvement Alliance Agreement between ARTC and its Alliance Partners has 
Safety as one of the only two Key Performance Indicators measurable under the Agreement 
such is the importance of safety within the Alliance.

The South Improvement Alliance has established and implemented a number of policies and 
procedures for Safety including Risk Management, Rail Safety Management and Occupational 
Health and Safety.  These are designed to support and address the implementation of ARTC 
Rail Safety Management requirements as they apply to works and contractors.  These policies 
and procedures are documented in the overarching Program Management Plan covering all 
projects within the overall program of works and then in the project specific Project Delivery 
Plans as may be required.

Safety is then addressed in a “top to bottom” manner including:

 Safety is always the number one item on any meeting agenda
 Development, review and mitigation of the project Risk Register
 Material Change Process for configuration, infrastructure and operational change.
 Preparation of Project Plans
 Job Safety Analysis
 Daily Tool Box meetings
 Monitoring, auditing and corrective actions are reported to the Alliance Management 

Team and to the Alliance Board as well as to ARTC Executive and Board.

Key safety issues during the delivery of the project include:

 Restricted site working environment
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 Live operating rail environment
 Potential environmental hazards
 Working near live services

BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS

D19 BASE CASE

The Base Case is the retention of the existing single track connection with a 15 km/h 
maximum speed and no direct access from North Dynon. Train numbers have been based on 
the projections of the Port of Melbourne Corporation (POMC) for growth in:

 Total container volumes through the port.

 Rail market share.

 Average train size.

In the base case there are steadily increasing levels of delay as the single track section 
becomes saturated. 

Once train numbers exceed 80% of theoretical line capacity (considered to be the absolute 
limit of practical capacity) it is assumed that all additional volume that would have been carried 
by rail is carried by road.

D20 EVALUATION PERIOD

The evaluation has been undertaken over a 30 year period.

D21 COSTS AND BENEFITS

The Investment Case cost is taken as the capital cost of $25 million.

Benefits arise from four sources. 

 All crossing and following delay associated with the single track section is eliminated. 

 Constraints on growth in rail volumes are removed, and hence the externalities 
associated with road freighting of the containers unable to be accommodated on rail 
are saved.

 Maximum speed is increased from 15 km/h to 65 km/h for the length of the new line.

 The additional time taken for trains from North Dynon to run to Tottenham, reverse, 
and return to Dynon is eliminated.

D22 DISCUSSION

Key assumptions are shown in the following table:
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Assumptions
Discount Rate 7%
Delay Cost (per minute) 5.00$              
Current average speed (km/h) 15                   
Future average speed (kmh) 40                   
Current section time (minutes) 15                   
Future section time (minutes) 8                     
Theoretical Capacity Limit (trains per year) 24,000            
Annual rail volume growth rate 5%
TEU per train 86                   
Average distance per TEU (km) 40                   
Average weight per TEU (tonnes) 10                   
Average NTK per TEU 400                 
Trains from North Dynon 5%
Tottenham turnaround time (minutes) 30                   
Capital Cost 25,000,000$   

It should be noted that:

 The theoretical capacity limit is based on 250 days per year of full train operations.

 The annual rail volume growth rate is an averaging of the POMC volume growth rates 
across the 30 year period. This slightly understates growth in the early years and is 
therefore more conservative than the POMC projections.

 The average distance per teu relates to the distance that containers crowded-out by 
lack of capacity would have otherwise have travelled by rail. It is assumed that where 
rail capacity is constrained the interstate and regional container trains will be given 
priority and that it is the metropolitan container shuttle trains that are cancelled. Hence 
the average distance per teu is relatively small.

The calculation of benefits addresses four delay sources:

 On a single track section there will be delay where a train needs to wait for an 
opposing train movement (referred to as “random delay” in the analysis spreadsheet). 
This has been calculated as the probability of a train encountering an opposing train 
(which is derived from the number of trains, and the time taken to traverse the single 
track section) multiplied by the average wait time (which is 50% of the section time).

 Delay also arises due to congestion, which occurs due to trains being held up waiting 
for other trains travelling in the same direction or waiting for multiple following moves in 
the opposite direction (referred to as “congestion delay” in the analysis spreadsheet). 
This is calculated using an algorithm derived from observed delay levels. At 80% 
capacity utilisation, there is a level of delay per train of approximately 70% of the 
section time.

 Delay occurs to the extent of the speed differential for the current track configuration 
compared to the proposed track configuration (referred to as “speed limit delay” in the 
analysis spreadsheet). This delay is calculated as the differential in average speeds 
across the line section, including the length of the train. It is assumed that with the 
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current speed limit of 15 km/h, average speed will be 15 km/h. Despite the proposed 
speed limit of 65 km/h in the Investment Case, it is assumed that trains will be 
constrained to an average speed of 40 km/h due to braking and accelerating into and 
out of the port.

 Services that need to run to Tottenham loop, reverse, and run back to the docks will 
incur a direct loss of time equal to the time taken for each of these activities (referred 
to as “Tottenham turnaround delay” in the spreadsheet). It is assumed that two trains 
per day, or 5% of trains, need to do this. The proportion of trains using accessing the 
port from the North Dynon area is expected to increase over time, but a conservative 
position of holding the ratio constant has been adopted.

The following table shows the externality costs used in the analysis, expressed in cents per 
net tonne kilometre (ntk). These represent a net externality, that is, the road externality less 
the rail externality. They are applied to total ntk travelling by road rather than rail due to lack of 
capacity.

Accident 0.168
Noise 0.226
Air pollution 0.57
Greenhouse 0.04
Road maintenance 0.396

Attachment 1 shows the full calculation of the net present value and the benefit cost ratio.

D23 INCREMENTAL BCRS

The BCR for the Investment Case is 1.2

The NPV of the investment is $6.3 million.

It is important to note that a large portion of the benefits begin to accrue early in the project life 
history due to the transit time savings and operational benefits of the North Dynon Link 
whereas the benefits due to the Missing Link section are more longer term.
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E ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1 Photographs, Locality and Topographical Plans

Attachment 2 Engineering Plans and Profiles

Attachment 3 Risk Assessment Reports

Attachment 4 Detailed NPV and BCR Table 

Attachment 5 Outturn Investment Cost Table
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ATTACHMENT 1 PHOTOGRAPHS, LOCALITY AND TOPOGRAPHICAL PLANS

The following plans and drawings are attached 
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View from just north east of Melbourne Fresh Centre – Looking West
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View from north of Fish Market – Looking East
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ATTACHMENT 2 ENGINEERING PLANS AND PROFILES

The following plans and drawings are attached

APR Drawing 21498-000-00-001 P6
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ATTACHMENT 3 RISK ASSESSMENT REPORTS

The following Risk Assessment Reports attached

 Program Wide Risk Assessment

 Project Specific Risk and Opportunity Assessment (Tottenham Dynon)
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ATTACHMENT 4 DETAILED NPV AND BCR TABLE 
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032 2033 2034 2035 2036 2037

Operations
Projected Demand - Train numbers 10,000            10,500          11,025          11,576          12,155          12,763          13,401          14,071          14,775          15,513          16,289          17,103          17,959          18,856          19,799          20,789           21,829             22,920             24,066             25,270             26,533             27,860             29,253             30,715             32,251             33,864             35,557             37,335             39,201                41,161                
Actual Trains 10,000            10,500          11,025          11,576          12,155          12,763          13,401          14,071          14,775          15,513          16,289          17,103          17,959          18,856          19,799          19,799           19,799             19,799             19,799             19,799             19,799             19,799             19,799             19,799             19,799             19,799             19,799             19,799             19,799                19,799                
Percent Utilisation 42% 44% 46% 48% 51% 53% 56% 59% 62% 65% 68% 71% 75% 79% 82% 82% 82% 82% 82% 82% 82% 82% 82% 82% 82% 82% 82% 82% 82% 82%

Congestion Delay
Percentage Delay 8.7% 9.7% 10.9% 12.2% 13.9% 15.8% 18.2% 21.0% 24.5% 28.7% 33.9% 40.5% 48.7% 59.1% 72.5% 72.5% 72.5% 72.5% 72.5% 72.5% 72.5% 72.5% 72.5% 72.5% 72.5% 72.5% 72.5% 72.5% 72.5% 72.5%
Delay Minutes 13,055            15,274          17,967          21,256          25,296          30,294          36,518          44,327          54,196          66,769          82,919          103,842        131,197        167,298        215,416        215,416         215,416           215,416           215,416           215,416           215,416           215,416           215,416           215,416           215,416           215,416           215,416           215,416           215,416              215,416              
Congestion delay cost 65,277$          76,372$        89,837$        106,279$      126,481$      151,470$      182,592$      221,633$      270,979$      333,844$      414,593$      519,211$      655,984$      836,490$      1,077,078$   1,077,078$    1,077,078$      1,077,078$      1,077,078$      1,077,078$      1,077,078$      1,077,078$      1,077,078$      1,077,078$      1,077,078$      1,077,078$      1,077,078$      1,077,078$      1,077,078$         1,077,078$         

Random Delay
Probability of Opposing Train 21% 22% 23% 24% 25% 27% 28% 29% 31% 32% 34% 36% 37% 39% 41% 41% 41% 41% 41% 41% 41% 41% 41% 41% 41% 41% 41% 41% 41% 41%
Average Wait Time 1.6                  1.6                1.7                1.8                1.9                2.0                2.1                2.2                2.3                2.4                2.5                2.7                2.8                2.9                3.1                3.1                 3.1                   3.1                   3.1                   3.1                   3.1                   3.1                   3.1                   3.1                   3.1                   3.1                   3.1                   3.1                   3.1                      3.1                      
Dealy Minutes 15,625            17,227          18,992          20,939          23,085          25,451          28,060          30,936          34,107          37,603          41,458          45,707          50,392          55,557          61,252          61,252           61,252             61,252             61,252             61,252             61,252             61,252             61,252             61,252             61,252             61,252             61,252             61,252             61,252                61,252                
Random delay cost 78,125$          86,133$        94,961$        104,695$      115,426$      127,257$      140,301$      154,682$      170,537$      188,017$      207,289$      228,536$      251,961$      277,787$      306,260$      306,260$       306,260$         306,260$         306,260$         306,260$         306,260$         306,260$         306,260$         306,260$         306,260$         306,260$         306,260$         306,260$         306,260$            306,260$            

Externalities
Constrained trains -                 -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                990                2,029               3,121               4,267               5,470               6,734               8,060               9,453               10,916             12,452             14,064             15,757             17,535             19,402                21,362                
Constrained Teu -                 -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                85,137           174,531           268,395           366,951           470,436           579,095           693,187           812,983           938,769           1,070,845        1,209,524        1,355,137        1,508,031        1,668,570           1,837,135           
Constrained NTK -                 -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                -                34,054,823.5 69,812,388.2   107,357,831.1 146,780,546.2 188,174,397.0 231,637,940.4 277,274,660.9 325,193,217.4 375,507,701.8 428,337,910.4 483,809,629.5 542,054,934.4 603,212,504.7 667,427,953.4    734,854,174.6    

Accident 0.168 -$               -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              57,212$         117,285$         180,361$         246,591$         316,133$         389,152$         465,821$         546,325$         630,853$         719,608$         812,800$         910,652$         1,013,397$      1,121,279$         1,234,555$         
Noise 0.226 -$               -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              76,964$         157,776$         242,629$         331,724$         425,274$         523,502$         626,641$         734,937$         848,647$         968,044$         1,093,410$      1,225,044$      1,363,260$      1,508,387$         1,660,770$         
Air pollution 0.57 -$               -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              194,112$       397,931$         611,940$         836,649$         1,072,594$      1,320,336$      1,580,466$      1,853,601$      2,140,394$      2,441,526$      2,757,715$      3,089,713$      3,438,311$      3,804,339$         4,188,669$         
Greenhouse 0.04 -$               -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              13,622$         27,925$           42,943$           58,712$           75,270$           92,655$           110,910$         130,077$         150,203$         171,335$         193,524$         216,822$         241,285$         266,971$            293,942$            
Road maintenance 0.396 -$               -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              134,857$       276,457$         425,137$         581,251$         745,171$         917,286$         1,098,008$      1,287,765$      1,487,010$      1,696,218$      1,915,886$      2,146,538$      2,388,722$      2,643,015$         2,910,023$         

Total externality cost -$               -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              -$              476,768$       977,373$         1,503,010$      2,054,928$      2,634,442$      3,242,931$      3,881,845$      4,552,705$      5,257,108$      5,996,731$      6,773,335$      7,588,769$      8,444,975$      9,343,991$         10,287,958$       

Speed Limit Delay
Minutes delay 70,000            73,500          77,175          81,034          85,085          89,340          93,807          98,497          103,422        108,593        114,023        119,724        125,710        131,995        138,595        138,595         138,595           138,595           138,595           138,595           138,595           138,595           138,595           138,595           138,595           138,595           138,595           138,595           138,595              138,595              
Speed limit delay cost 350,000$        367,500$      385,875$      405,169$      425,427$      446,699$      469,033$      492,485$      517,109$      542,965$      570,113$      598,619$      628,550$      659,977$      692,976$      692,976$       692,976$         692,976$         692,976$         692,976$         692,976$         692,976$         692,976$         692,976$         692,976$         692,976$         692,976$         692,976$         692,976$            692,976$            

Tottenham Turnaround Delay
Train numbers 500                 525               551               579               608               638               670               704               739               776               814               855               898               943               990               990                990                  990                  990                  990                  990                  990                  990                  990                  990                  990                  990                  990                  990                     990                     
Delay 15,000            15,750          16,538          17,364          18,233          19,144          20,101          21,107          22,162          23,270          24,433          25,655          26,938          28,285          29,699          29,699           29,699             29,699             29,699             29,699             29,699             29,699             29,699             29,699             29,699             29,699             29,699             29,699             29,699                29,699                
Delay cost 75,000$          78,750$        82,688$        86,822$        91,163$        95,721$        100,507$      105,533$      110,809$      116,350$      122,167$      128,275$      134,689$      141,424$      148,495$      148,495$       148,495$         148,495$         148,495$         148,495$         148,495$         148,495$         148,495$         148,495$         148,495$         148,495$         148,495$         148,495$         148,495$            148,495$            

Investment Case
Present Value of Benefits $29,640,108 568,402$        608,754$      653,361$      702,964$      758,498$      821,147$      892,434$      974,333$      1,069,435$   1,181,175$   1,314,162$   1,474,641$   1,671,184$   1,915,678$   2,224,809$   2,701,576$    3,202,182$      3,727,818$      4,279,736$      4,859,250$      5,467,740$      6,106,654$      6,777,514$      7,481,916$      8,221,539$      8,998,143$      9,813,578$      10,669,784$    11,568,800$       12,512,767$       
Net Present Value $6,275,622 24,431,598-$   608,754$      653,361$      702,964$      758,498$      821,147$      892,434$      974,333$      1,069,435$   1,181,175$   1,314,162$   1,474,641$   1,671,184$   1,915,678$   2,224,809$   2,701,576$    3,202,182$      3,727,818$      4,279,736$      4,859,250$      5,467,740$      6,106,654$      6,777,514$      7,481,916$      8,221,539$      8,998,143$      9,813,578$      10,669,784$    11,568,800$       12,512,767$       
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ATTACHMENT 5 OUTTURN INVESTMENT COSTS

OUTTURN INVESTMENT COSTS (risk adjusted to P90 confidence)

(Nominated $m rounded up to $0.01m)
Previous

FYs
Current FY

Current
FY + 1

Current
FY + 2

Current
FY + 3

Out
Years

Total Contingency
Benchmark Rates

(Total + contingency)

1. PROJECT SCOPING PHASE

  a) Consultancy Costs 0.1$                -$              -$            -$           -$           -$           0.1$                   -$                   16.67%

  b) Public & Stakeholder Participation 0.1$                -$              -$            -$           -$           -$           0.1$                   -$                   33.33%

  c) Proponent's Management & other costs 0.2$                -$              -$            -$           -$           -$           0.2$                   -$                   50.00%

Phase Sub-Total 0.4$                -$              -$            -$           -$           -$           0.4$                   0.0$                   1.28%

2. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT PHASE

  a) Consultancy Costs -$               -$              -$            -$           -$           -$           -$                   -$                   0.00%

  b) Public & Stakeholder Participation -$               -$              -$            -$           -$           -$           -$                   -$                   0.00%

  c) Proponent's Management & other costs 0.1$                0.3$               -$            -$           -$           -$           0.4$                   -$                   100.00%

Phase Sub-Total 0.1$                0.3$               -$            -$           -$           -$           0.4$                   0.0$                   1.49%

3. PROJECT DELIVERY PHASE

  a) Consultancy Costs -$               -$              -$            -$           -$           -$           -$                   -$                   

  b) Public & Stakeholder Participation -$               -$              -$            -$           -$           -$           -$                   -$                   

  c) Proponent's Management & other costs -$               0.3$               0.6$            -$           -$           -$           0.9$                   -$                   

  d) Property Acquisition -$               -$              -$            -$           -$           -$           -$                   -$                   

  e) Utilities -$               -$              -$            -$           -$           -$           -$                   -$                   

  f) Infrastructure      - Design -$               1.8$               0.3$            -$           -$           -$           2.1$                   -$                   

                               - Track & Civil -$               12.2$             -$            -$           -$           -$           12.2$                 0.9$                   

                               - Signals -$               3.0$               4.6$            -$           -$           -$           7.6$                   0.5$                   

-$                   

-$                   

-$                   

-$                   

-$                   

Phase Sub-Total -$               17.3$             5.5$            -$           -$           -$           22.8$                 1.4$                   97.23%

FUNDING SOURCES

  Australian Government -$               -$              -$            -$           -$           -$           -$                   -$                   

  State Government -$               -$              -$            -$           -$           -$           -$                   -$                   

  Other Sources -$               -$              -$            -$           -$           -$           -$                   -$                   

PROJECT TOTAL 0.5$                17.6$             5.5$            -$           -$           -$           23.6$                 1.4$                   

Property (ha): 0 Earthworks (cum):               . 0
Bridging (sqm): 0 Lane Length (km):                . 0

 Disaggregated  Aggregated (future phases only)


